Turning perception on its head: cephalic perception of whole and partial length of a wielded object.
Flexibility is a fundamental hallmark of perceptual systems. In particular, there is a great deal of flexibility in the ability to perceive properties of occluded objects by effortful or dynamic touch-hefting, wielding, or otherwise manipulating those objects by muscular effort. Perception of length of an occluded wielded object is comparable when that object is wielded by anatomical components that differ in sensitivity, dexterity, and functionality. Moreover, perception of this property is supported by an analogous sensitivity to inertial properties across such components. We investigated the ability to perceive whole and partial length of an object wielded by hand or by head. Experiment 1 found that perception of length by these anatomical components is qualitatively and quantitatively indistinguishable. Experiment 2 found that perception of length is supported by the same specific sensitivity to inertial properties in each case. Experiment 3 found that perception of whole length and partial length are each supported by specific sensitivities to inertial properties and that this is the case for both hand and by head. The results are discussed in the context of the nature of the stimulation patterns and the organization of the haptic system that are likely to support such flexibility in perception.